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My Top 10 springtime 3-year-old trotters
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
Spring has sprung and that means the best
3-year-old trotters are only about four to six
weeks from qualifying for the first time in 2017.
While most anyone would agree that Walner
remains the early favorite to sit atop the division and drink from the Hambletonian trophy,
there are still a plethora of hopefuls waiting in
the wings in the off chance he falters.
Predicting which 2-year-olds will return
as elite sophomores is no easier than trying
to whittle down the NCAA basketball tournament to the Final Four. There are many
contenders, obvious favorites and of course a
South Carolina-like dark horse or two that is
bound to step up.
For what it is worth (hey, my top 10 from last
year included all of the top five earners among
3-year-old trotters—Marion Marauder, Bar
Hopping, Southwind Frank, Broadway Donna
& Caprice Hill), below are the 3-year-old trotters (male and female) which I expect to lead
North America in earnings.

1—Walner
Any list that doesn’t include Walner in the
top spot seems faulty from where I’m sitting,
though three voters thought his 7 wins in 8
starts and division-leading $484,037 in earnings weren’t enough to earn him divisional
honors for 2016. The Linda Toscano-trained
son of Chapter Seven-Random Destiny was

Derick Giwner

Walner was the fastest 2-year-old trotter of
2016 with a 1:51 3/5 winning mile.

also the fastest rookie trotter last year with a
1:51 3/5 winning mile. When you combine his
stellar stats with a team in Toscano and driver
Tim Tetrick that have already seen success
with the likes of Market Share and Chapter
Seven, there is nothing to dislike in this package.

2—Ariana G
I’m hesitant to rank a filly second because
the boys race for much more money, but this
gal was truly dominant in 2016. She won 9 of
11 starts while earning an amazing $743,967,
$300,000 more than the next filly and $250,000
more than Walner. Ariana G’s stellar statistics
combined with the fact that trainer Jimmy
Takter and driver Yannick Gingras have
hooked up to win the last three Hambletonian
Oaks trophies—All The Time, Wild Honey &
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Uncovering some sleepers in the sophomore trotting ranks
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Lifetime Pursuit— certainly speaks well for
her prospects this year.

3—Bill’s Man
Stepping away from the favorites for a
moment, this son of Credit Winner-Silver
Springs posted the third fastest trotting
mile—1:52 3/5—by a 2-year-old in 2016. He
may have earned under $100,000 for trainer
John Butenschoen, but regular driver Corey
Callahan made me feel a bit better with my
selection when I inquired about the colt’s
progress. “I was down there last week,”
said Callahan via text in early March. “He
trained awesome! He was sound and paying
attention. He looks like a million dollars.”

4—Rubio
For those that recall, 2016 Trotter of the
Year Marion Marauder wasn’t exactly a
hot commodity at the start of his 3-year-old
campaign. He was actually 8-1 in his first
major stake, the Goodtimes at Mohawk.
Rubio is another under the radar type. He
only earned $107,924 and a somewhat unappealing lifetime mark of 1:54 2/5, but he did
do what was asked of him, winning five of
his seven starts. Another from the powerful Takter/Gingras combination, the Cantab
Hall-sired colt is supposedly coming along
nicely.

5—Magic Presto
With Bee A Magician now retired, trainer
“Nifty” Norman needs another female trotting star and perhaps this gal can fit the bill.
She was able to capture the Goldsmith Maid
after a disappointing Breeders Crown performance and will have the luxury of racking
up plenty of money in 2017 as a Ontario-sired
daughter of Kadabra.

What The Hill won on Hambletonian Day in 2016 in the Haughton Memorial.
with Southwind Frank last year and What
The Hill would appear to be his top threat in
2017.

ing the Valley Victory Final and was able to
amass over $340,000 in earnings.

9—Princess Aurora

7—Chezatter

I’m a big fan of Princess Aurora and was
thrilled when she came charging home for
second in the Breeders Crown Final last
year. The daughter of Cantab Hall just seems
to be at home on the track and has a desire to
finish off her miles. I’m sure Takter will get
the most out of her this year.

Put together a solid season for trainer
Trond Smedshammer and driver David
Miller despite never winning a stakes event
all year. While she came up short in the big
races, I always got the impression watching
her that she had big ability and would only
get better with time.

6—What The Hill

8—Snowstorm Hanover

His big win from 2016 came early in the
season in the Haughton Final at The Meadowlands, but despite a two-month winless
streak to end the year, he was always “right
there” in every race. Trainer Ron Burke had
to settle for a neck loss in the Hambletonian

While I feel that What The Hill is Burke’s
top contender in the 3-year-old trotting
ranks for 2017, many could argue that this
son of Muscle Massive-Snow Angel Hanover
deserves the nod. She went out on a high
note by winning three straight races includ-

Reach the Harness community by advertising in

10—Victor Gio IT
Other than a second-place finish in the
Haughton at The Meadowlands, we really
didn’t hear much from what is yet another
Jimmy Takter trainee on my list. As a son of
Ready Cash, he is eligible to improve with age
and if not this year, maybe further down the
road.
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Multiple placement
discounts available

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Always B Miki, Wiggle It Jiggleit
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Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.

Charters was the guiding force behind the Hambletonian Society
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
He didn’t create the Breeders Crown.
He made it better.
He never raced in the Hambletonian, but he
helped guide its arrival from one century to
the next.
He didn’t save harness racing, but he
managed to save an incomparable number of
stakes races.
Without Tom Charters much of what we
have seen in the last quarter century may not
have come to fruition.
Yet as Charters leaves his post as President of the Hambletonian Society in July and
moves to a less active role on the roster, he
does so having accomplished so much and
very often being given minimal if no credit.
“I think supporting more than 130 stakes
races would be at the top,” Charters said in
regard to what he’s helped advance over the
last 20 years. “There’s been many changes
and we’ve been entrusted to support stakes
racing. I believe maintaining and increasing
these opportunities is what I’m most proud
of.”
To some it’s hardly sexy, but the mission of
the Hambletonian Society is to advance the
breed and no person has had to deal with as
much turbulence as Charters and navigated
it with a master’s touch.
“I have to thank the staff that has made
this possible,” Charters said, recognizing the
invaluable contribution of others to see all of
the details worked out. When things go well,
very often those behind the scenes don’t get
noticed. To put together the Hambletonian
and Breeders Crown year after year is no
small task and there are always bumps in
the road. With Charters leading the way the
races became the big story, not those putting
them together.
What Charters brought to the table for
the Hambletonian Society was a person
with unending passion. A horseman that
respected those he came in contact with,
a person with the willingness to listen to
others before making critical decisions.
“I can’t tell you how many times I spoke
with Del Miller, Norman Woolworth and
Andy Grant,” Charters said. “They all gave
me an incredible amount of their free time. I
would talk to Andy for hours at a time.”
Charters replaced Grant as the president
of the Society some 20 years ago. It was a
natural progression from his early work
guiding the fledgling Breeders Crown from
its infancy in 1984 to the pivotal showcase it
would later become. It was his allegiance to
the Breeders Crown and its future placement
that allows the Hambletonian Society’s next
president, John Campbell, to move into the
chair with a solid foundation.

“I let the Hambletonian Society know last
August that when my contract ran out that I
wanted to step down,” Charters said. “I think
John will do a great job. I think he’d be great
at anything he decided to do.”
In securing the first Breeders Crown for
Hoosier Park in 2017 and having all the races
return to The Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono
in 2018, Charters has solidified valuable partnerships that will allow the event to prosper
in years to come. That in fact was the mission
of the Society, and Charters always had a
firm grasp of what to do next so that horsemen and breeders could move forward with
a sense of confidence that their future investments were protected.
For Charters, the changes from the original
Breeders Crown where races were contested
at different venues is stark but was obviously
necessary. “It was so hectic in those first few
years. I found myself traveling all the time. I
had to be at all the locations for the draw and
the event,” Charters said, recalling a time
where events were at different tracks on a
weekly basis.
Charters has helped navigate the Society through many changes including the
conditions of the Hambletonian and Breeders Crown. He helped draft and redraft the
conditions for both and is proud of one single
accomplishment.
“We never lost a challenge in court,” Charters said proudly.
Those conditions led to alterations that
some purists didn’t agree with. There were
fights but few that materialized in public as
Charters counseled with Society Directors
and was able to build consensus.
Perhaps there were times along the way
that Charters got angry but if he did it was
near impossible to notice. His demeanor
while dealing with varying types is his greatest gift.
In passing the torch to Campbell, Charters
believes the Hall of Fame driver is perfect
for the job. “He’s familiar with horsemen
and he’s familiar with racetrack executives,”
Charters said, well aware of how that expertise can go a long way towards solving problems that arise as they often do.
Charters, who turns 69 this year, said
he didn’t want to continue a 40-hour week,
essentially the minimum required to lead
the Hambletonian Society. “My wife Sue has
been retired for five years,” Charters said.
“We’d like to have time for travel and other
things. She’s the type that comes to the racetrack with a book to read.”
Charters will stay on part-time through
the Breeders Crown at Hoosier and may offer
some support past that date if he’s needed.
“I think some of the greatest pleasure I’ve
had leading the Society is when a person
comes up to me and says that they were in the
Hambletonian and how special it was,” Charters said. “I would ask where did you finish?
And they would say ‘sixth, but we had a great
time.’ To me that’s the most rewarding feeling.”
How has Charters managed to maintain

Hambletonian Society

Tom Charters has been at the helm of the
Hambletonian Society for 20 years.

Dave Landry

John Campbell will take over as Hambletonian Society President on July 1.

his enthusiasm for the sport for so long?
“That’s easy. I’m a fan at heart,” Charters
said.
The Breeders Crown was fortunate to find
him at just the right time.
The Hambletonian Society owes him a debt
of gratitude for ably leading during a very
critical period in its history.
“The timing was right,” Charters said.
“John decided he was going to be retiring
from driving, so it worked out well for the
Society.”
Charters had the equivalent of Campbell’s
hands guiding the Society.
Enjoy the next chapter in your life Tom.
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QUIK PULSE DAISY (7500CLM) was locked in the pocket and never had a
clear shot to stretch her legs.
FIRST BEST (7500CLM) flashed good speed while part of a quick pace,
yielded and came uncovered on the final turn to no avail; tough trip loss.
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tfia=pjfib (3rd Race) Trotting gelding will try to get back in the winning
grove against these. He has good early trot and the rail, so with that said, a
favorable trip can have this 6-year-old greet the cameraman for pictures.

SWEET JUSTICE (NW11500) sat last behind a rocky-gaited foe, angled in
the stretch and finished very willingly with no shot; drops next week.
LET HER ROCK (NW5000) showed some signs of life with sneaky late pace
and gets to stay in the same class next time.
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Tossing out the current condition system for a new model
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
Quality of product is a phrase that goes
far beyond what it appears to mean on the
surface. In harness racing, quality of product is often defined by the caliber of horses in
a given race on a racing program or the overall quality of the horse population throughout a meet.
However, the overall quality of the racing
product is also impacted dramatically by
field size and the competitiveness of those
fields.
To simplify, bettors want to bet on races
with big fields that provide value for their
wagering. A high-percentage of short-priced
favorites is the antithesis of what the racetrack’s goals should be.
While a racetrack can’t do anything about
the overall horse population in the industry,
which has declined steadily over the past
decade, they can put together a racing format
with conditions that maximize the potential
of their racing programs.
Five years ago The Meadowlands implemented classified racing, which initially
created the efficiencies outlined above. The
fields were large, they were competitive and
favorites were winning at only a 30-percent
clip. Over time, horsemen support for the
program waned a bit and the overall decrease
in horse population impacted the classified
system of racing as well. Classified racing
does not work without a sufficient horse
population, due to the race office’s need to
combine classes, which leads to short-priced
favorites.
My contention is the present money-condition system of classifying races is antiquated
and limits the potential of the harness racing
product. Bottom-level money conditions
consist of horses that struggle at even the
lowest levels when mixed with horses that
have far classier backgrounds and are dropping down to this level where they typically
dominate at a short price. It’s just not a good
racing product.
I genuinely believe that the thoroughbred
system of classifying horses is far better,
generally speaking.
Therefore, if I were writing a condition
book for a standardbred racetrack, it would
look like the chart on this page.
The goal is to prevent races with short
fields or with prohibitive favorites while not
alienating horsemen.
Here is a breakdown of each category of
race.

Maiden:
Trainers will have a choice based on their
horse’s ability to enter the horse in an open

Maiden
Mdn/Claiming
AllowanceN2L
AllowanceN3L
AllowanceN1X
AllowanceN2X
AllowanceN3X
AllowanceN4X
AllowanceNC
ClaimingN2L
ClaimingN3L
ClaimingN4L
Open Claiming
Alw7500s
Alw10000s
Alw15000s
Alw25000s
maiden race, which will be more difficult, or
a maiden race with a claiming price condition. Those races with a claiming condition
will vary in claiming price. As it stands now,
it becomes the luck of the draw as to how
difficult a non-winners of one (maiden) race
is. Providing a two-tiered system to horses,
with sub-sections of one of those tiers will
help horsemen classify their young horses
better.

Allowance:
Horses that have broken their maiden
will have the option to move into Allowance company. These races carry lifetime
win conditions or carry a condition referred
to as “non-winners of a race other than.”
This condition opens the race up in that the
condition doesn’t include certain races in
the number of wins in the condition. For
example, wins earned in maiden or claiming company would not count against the
horse in terms of number of lifetime wins.
In addition, some of these races may include
an optional-claiming price that would vary
depending on the condition of the race. In
other words, if a horse does not fit the condi-

tion of the race, he can be entered into the
race, but could be claimed out of the race for
the claiming price listed.

Claiming:
This provides a “cheaper” option to trainers that have a horse that has graduated out
of the maiden ranks but is not good enough
to compete in any allowance company. Naturally, the claiming races will have varying
claiming prices assigned to them than can
range from as low as $5,000 to over $100,000.
In addition, claiming races can have winconditions assigned to them as well, which
allows trainers to classify their horse at a
level that best suits their horses’ ability. In
addition, this system would likely increase
the number of claiming races and could
bring about a new era of high-level claimers
that so many harness racing fans refer to
when speaking of the “glory days” of harness
racing.

Starter Allowance:
This is a very useful condition, but thoroughbred racing doesn’t use it very effectively. This condition is meant to allow
better claiming horses to race in a condition
in which they don’t have to be entered for a
claiming price but can be more competitive
than in the tougher condition-allowance
races. If they have a start for a certain claiming price, they qualify for the starter allowance that lists that claiming price as the
condition attached to the race. The error thoroughbred racing commits is that they don’t
put a time-condition on these races. Essentially, if a horse raced for a $15,000 claiming
price nine months ago, they may still be able
to race in a $15,000 starter-allowance, which
means “horses that have raced for a claiming
price of $15,000 or less.” Therefore, a horse
that has gotten much better than when he
raced for that claiming price, would dominate this level of starter-allowance. There
would need to be a time condition referring
to when they raced for the claiming price, as
well as a performance condition, so a horse
couldn’t win the same starter-allowance five
races in a row.
The ultimate goal here is to provide the
betting public with the best racing product possible, while also allowing trainers
to classify horses in a manner that they
can perform to the best of their ability. I
believe the outlined conditions above would
be a positive step in accomplishing that,
while simultaneously mitigating some
of the impact of the dramatic decrease in
horse population that we have seen over the
past decade. Of course, what I outlined is
a simplified version of what the condition
book would look like. But the purpose of
this column is to show that there is an alternative to the present structure of writing
races in harness racing out there. I believe
this alternative will prove better for bettors
and horsemen alike.

Bartlett looks to pad his earnings lead in
Blue Chip Matchmaker, Levy Memorial
By Jay Bergman
Yonkers Raceway’s leading driver Jason
Bartlett is also heading North America in
purse earnings as the calendar turns to the
fourth month. Bartlett’s supremacy has a
lot to do with the horses he’s been driving
and this weekend will be no exception for
the exceptional reinsman. With round three
presenting itself on Friday and Saturday
night in the lucrative Blue Chip Matchmaker
and Levy series, Bartlett is well positioned to
extend his advantage over current earnings
runner-up Jordan Stratton.
With three $40,000 divisions of the Blue
Chip Matchmaker carded for Friday, Bartlett
finds a nice spot for Mach It A Par, an opening leg winner that landed post two in the
evening’s fifth race.
“She was OK last week,” said Bartlett.
“Drawing outside she’s better racing from
behind.” Mach It A Par had previously won
on the front end in the opening round, but
Bartlett doesn’t think a heavy dose will suit
her. “She’s a small mare that seems to go
better chasing horses.”
Where Mach It A Par will be this week
remains to be seen with Bedroomconfessions
(post 5) in her division. “I think she could
be the best in this series but her form is not
there yet,” said Bartlett, conceding that the
Rich Banca-trained mare has yet to hit peak
form.
Bartlett was more than happy with the
performance of Regil Elektra last week. Also
a winner in the opening round, Regil Elektra
was a solid third in second leg action. “I had
to pull her, otherwise the pace would have
been much slower,” said Bartlett, confessing
that the soft 57 opening half was to the advantage of race-winner Bedroomconfessions in
the 1:52 3/5 mile.
Bartlett finds himself on the outside looking in racing from post six in the second Blue
Chip Matchmaker division (race 6) on Friday.
Joining Regil Elektra are second round
winners Empress Deo (post 1) and Mackenzie
A (post 5) in the compact field of a half dozen.
On Saturday night the purses go up, with
four $50,000 Levy divisions scheduled in the
third leg of the Levy. Bartlett finds himself
with a good spot and a sharp horse in the first
division, race five on the program. Somewhere In L A, also trained by Banca, has
sharpened for the series and finally draws a
good spot, landing inside with post three in
the field of seven.
“He went a big trip last week,’ said Bartlett.
“I left out of there three wide to get the lead
by the quarter. I only was able to relax him
on the second turn and then we were under
pressure.” Somewhere In L A took on heated
pressure through the middle half yet was
only a length back of a well-rested Missile J
at the wire.
“He’s a horse that relaxes better on the

Testing the waters
at Hoosier Park
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Yonkers Raceway

Horses driven by Jason Bartlett have
earned over $2.3 million in 2017.

front end than when following horses,”
Bartlett said of the 6-year-old altered son of
Somebeachsomewhere.
Strategy will definitely play a factor in
this Levy stanza, with first round winners
Soto (post 2) and Long Live Rock (post 6) in
the field. Joining that group will be Rockin
Ron, a 1:51 1/5 winner last week, the fastest
in early Levy action this year. Rockin Ron
landed post seven.
Bartlett returns to the bike behind Santa
Fe Beachboy in the second Levy division. “He
finished well last week,” said Bartlett. “He
definitely needs a trip against these horses.”
Santa Fe Beachboy landed post two inside
multiple Levy division winner Missile J (post
4).
Bartlett had a choice of two in the ninth
race and final $50,000 Levy split and opted
for Blood Brother (post 7) over round two
winner Melmerby Beach. “Melmerby Beach
surprised me last week,” said Bartlett. “I’ve
been driving all of Rich Banca’s horses so I
guess you could say loyalty is the reason for
my decision.”
Blood Brother drew post seven and that
could be an obstacle, but Bartlett thinks the
horse could have a shot. “I really didn’t want
to leave with him in the opening round, that’s
not his game,” Bartlett said. “But when I saw
the inside horses take back I took a shot.”
Eventually Bartlett had to make a second
move and Blood Brother took home the place
in the opening leg. Last week the gelding was
too far back in a slow opening half and never
threatened.
Blood Brother faces only one Levy leg
winner in the aforementioned Melmerby
Beach (post 5), along with defending champion Bit Of A Legend N (post 6) in this division.
Post time for both Friday and Saturday at
Yonkers is 7:10 p.m.

How did you spend your Tuesday afternoon? Mine included watching 45 qualifying races from Hoosier Park, which will
open for live racing on Saturday (April 1).
I’ll be the first to admit that Hoosier
has never been a staple of my handicapping year. I’ll dabble in it at times when
there is a carryover or the Grand Circuit
rolls into town, but I’ve never attempted
to dive head-first into the action over the
seven-eighths oval.
I normally swim in the swamp at The
Meadowlands and there is no tougher
track to wager on when trying to uncover
value. That doesn’t mean that longshots
down win at The Meadowlands, but any
major player in Harness Racing is paying
attention and very little is missed by
these sharp players.
For years I’ve quietly thought to myself
that Hoosier was worth a shot because
in my limited exposure there always
appeared to be strong value plays that
people were simply missing. This is
obviously due to the much smaller pools
compared to The Meadowlands, but let’s
face it, my wagering amounts are in
double-digits, not triple.
When I saw that Hoosier posted all of
the qualifiers on YouTube, I thought it
was the perfect opportunity to give the
track a try. I have to commend them for
posting top quality, easy to watch videos
that displayed each qualifier on a card
consecutively and didn’t force me to keeping clicking on separate races to view
them.
What did I get from my 45-race marathon session?
The net result was comments for 106
horses, similar to what we normally print
in our Harness Eye Past Performances
for many tracks but a bit more in-depth.
Let’s face it, people tend to be lazy more
often than not and are unlikely to sit
down and watch 45 replays. That means
they are limited to each charted line as
their base for handicapping. They’ll have
no idea if a horse won easily or was urged.
They’ll have no clue if the horse pulled at
the half or just before the three quarter
call. They’ll be blind to whether a horse
finished only third because he was in
traffic or because that was all he had in
the tank.
So my Hoosier adventure begins on
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. Let’s see if hard
work really does pay off.

